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The following information was assembled after a friend (Greg Simms) asked me about 
the “Spacing-Gaps” between the green serial number digits that he had noticed on some $1.00 
US Federal Reserve Notes (FRN). We also spoke about “Brighter-Numbers” that he had also 
seen inside some serial numbers (including Star Replacement Notes).  I gave him the short 
version of what I am about to elaborate upon here. 

For me, those “Gaps” started appearing years ago (1985 Series), sometime after the US 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP) had converted to the 32-subject sheet. Back then, BEP 
quality control checks were labor intensive. Plans were made to improve defect detection and to 
speed-up the entire production process. The new automated equipment was designed for 
enhanced efficiency along with significant cost reduction, and with quality control checks 
included.  During production of the 1969b Series of $1 FRN that BEP goal became a reality and 
the Currency Overprinting Processing Equipment (COPE) was first introduced into the currency 
production process. This was a giant step forward… 

Over the following years, that unique COPE machinery has endured a constant and 
heavy workload and I have observed some unexpected effects that COPE processing has 
created on our $1 currency. I can immediately visualize four anomaly defects attributable to 
COPE. BEP personnel may be aware of more, however, my opinions are from the “end-user” 
perspective, and I will concentrate on personal observations and specimens to demonstrate 
these COPE-associated defects and discuss each.  

By the way, the first three items described here are probably mechanical abjurations which I 
believe are caused by printing press pressure and/or tolerance variations of the COPE 3rd-
printing process, plus fatigue of the base metal of the parts in the counter. I guess that the 
longer the time-span is that a damaged (read broken) serial counter remains in use, the greater 
the gap-distance between the digit numbers can become, making that defect (read error) that I 
call the “Broken Axel Error” more evident. 

1. “Broken Axel” Error  (See Scan 1)  
While searching through circulated bank-repacks over the years, I began to notice notes in 

which the green serial numbers looked different. It wasn’t until the 1985 Series was produced 
that I was able to figure out what I was seeing. Yes, I do know about incorrect, rolled, and/or 
missing digits and I spotted them too. I also observed that in a few of the $1 green serial 
number digits appeared to have more open space between numbers to the left and others more 
to the right. This was evident in either upper, lower, or both serials and not always for the same 
digit. 

I purchased some BEP 32-note Currency Souvenir Sheets with serials at or above 
99,200,000 to look for gaps and where they were. Most sheets that I viewed were perfect; 
however, I did find counter-unit-gaps in some locations. Some are blatant (scan 1), others not-
so-much (scan 4)… 

The serial-counter units are made up of a group of letter and number wheels (A-Y & 0-9) 
rolling on a shaft or axel. I believe that when that axel-metal becomes fatigued and/or snaps, 
then the digit may shift slightly right or left. Depending on how long the broken counter 
continues in use or until during routine maintenance checks, the defect seems to go unnoticed.  
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This accounts for the infrequency of appearance for this defect/error. Counter units 
obviously fail at different times and in different locations. In the original COPE, there are 64 
serial number counter-units, two for each note on the 32-note sheet. For the record, I developed 
this scenario by finding “Broken-Axel” errors in some of the 64 possible BEP Souvenir Currency 
Sheet locations. Today, I also believe this error can be found on any denomination fed through 
COPE. I do not know if there is any specific BEP quality control process to detect and remove 
these end-product errors. Unless you look closely for them, they are hard to spot. 

 
2. Replaced “Counter-wheel” Error  (See Scan 2) 
In conjunction with and as described above, the pressure for the COPE printing is applied 

equally to all metal on the number and letter wheels. Over time, the metal wears for each 
number (like tire-tread on cars) and may crack, chip, or break. When a single wheel location is 
replaced in a counter, the pressure tolerance for that location may be slightly off compared to 
the remaining (older) wheels. As I understand it, this causes a replaced wheel to impress less 
into the paper depositing more ink and causing the greener appearance from the other numbers 
in the same counter.  There are other errors that begin similar to this such as; insufficient-inking, 
and rolled-digits. I just did not want to overlook them as also being COPE-involved errors. 

 

 
 
  
 
 
 

Scan #1    COPE “Broken Axel” error; Left Serial “7‐0” gap and right Serial “3‐8” gap as 

compared to normal Serial space. 

Scan #2    COPE “Wheel‐replacement” error; Darker “Replaced {1}” and [minor‐rolled 

“1”] right Serial (25(1)7 600”1”) 
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3. COPE “Chatter” Error  (See Scan 3) 
I have several notes which were pulled from new one-thousand note BEP shrink wrapped 

packs which show ink blotches on, in, and around, the black “Federal Reserve Bank Seal”. Also, 
there is some ink-smearing that can be found on, in, and around the large font black “Face Plate 
District-numerals”. At first, I thought this to be some sort of “roller-dirt” error. But, it seems to 
occur only on the first note of the 1000-note of BEP shrink-wrapped-packs. Therefore, it too is 

attributable to COPE. Then I heard Greg McNeil mention that this defect is created when the 
COPE numbering machinery sits idyll. Simultaneous operations cause the machine to “Chatter” 
(vibrate while in-place), sometimes creating excess ink-transfer splotches in these locations. I 
have observed that this defect appears only on the number-one note of a 1000 note shrink-
wrapped pack.  

COPE “Crossover” (See Scan 4) 
The COPE Crossover (x-over) error can be attributed solely to human error. Physical 

inspection of the already twice printed sheets is always an integral part of the COPE operation. 
The first event for the COPE process is cutting the 200,000 32-subject sheet (A1-H4) into two 
separate stacks of 16-subject sheets (A1-H2 & A3-H4).  An inspection by the BEP Plate Printers 
is always possible. If the side-A position A1-H2 sheets (that are pulled for inspection) are not 
returned to the exact side of COPE that they originally came from, then, a “Crossover-note” is 
formed. The x-over error is also possible for the side-B parallel feed (A3-H4) in COPE. 

Here is a detailed description of the error resulting from misplaced sheets. You see, there is 
a prescribed relationship between the 6.4 million FRN Serial Numbers and Face Plate Position 
locations. In each full 200,000 sheet Run for a Business Block there are 6,400,000 serial 
numbers. For example, if we follow the number “00000001” sheet, number “1” will appear in FP 
position “A1”. In position “B1” the serial will be “00200001”, “C1” the serial will be “00400001” 

Scan #3    COPE “Chatter” error; Smudges evident in the black Federal Reserve Seal and District (5) digits on two first‐notes    

from consecutive shrink‐wrapped‐packs (2369 3001 & 2369 4001). 

Scan #4 COPE “Crossover” errors; Face Plate Position “E2” should be “E4” for this 

run‐2 sheet star‐replacement note. 
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and so forth through the remaining sheets of the run until the 32nd FP position “H4” which should 
end with serial “06400000”.  (32 x 00200000 = 06400000).  A reminder here is that Star 
Replacement Block Runs contain only 100,000 sheets but this formula/calculation (and error) 
still applies by adjusting the run amount accordingly only ending at 03200000 per full sheet run. 

Now envision a BEP printer inspection of 16-note star sheet (A1-H2) prior to it being fed into 
COPE, BUT, it is replaced on the other (wrong) side of the two-part COPE machinery. Here is 
where preprinted FP position “A3” should have been receiving serial number “04800001”, 
except now you have a sheet with FP position “A1” and it gets the “04800011”, B1 04900011*, 
C1 05000011* serial through E2 06000011*, F2 06100011*, G2 06200011* and H2 06300011*. 
This switch creates a 16-note serial number to face plate position error. This error creation 
continues for however many sheets were pulled for inspection and incorrectly replaced. I have 
found another x-over in this run which was from sheet 27, so I know that there are 17 affected 
16-note sheets (so far). Look at the scan 4 note to see this x-over error on an issued star-note.  

Back in the 2003a Series, I found and identified another x-over star-error for District 6 
(Atlanta) and tried to reconstruct one note for each of the 16 positions of the (A3/H4) error. 
Using my highest and lowest sheet numbers, I determined that some 5149 sheets (or more) 
were involved with a whopping total of 82,384 individual notes distributed by the FED. Help from 
other collectors gave me specimen notes for all but five (5) positions for my reconstruction using 
serials between 0991 4684 and 1229 9833. I still need x-over notes for E3, H3, B4, C4, and E4 
positions within this range. Have you got one? 

4. Compounded COPE Anomaly Defects 
This is where this entire scenario gets interesting to me. There is a small possibility that 

each or ANY of the above COPE errors (along with others) may be found together on a single 
note! I have a multi-error specimen of a Crossover and Broken-Axel, and a Crossover and 
Partially-Rolled-digit on the same note. Triple-error notes are very likely to be found with a small 
possibility for 4, 5 and/or more COPE made errors. In 2016, I plan to revisit all of the notes held 
in my error-collection to determine if I have overlooked any Compound Multiple-error(s).  Who 
will be the first to report one of those? 

Today I do not have the opportunity to search as many notes as I have in the past. New 
banking restrictions regarding “cash” deposit’s leads me to believe that “Big-Brother” is watching 
more than ever. I do not wish to come under undue scrutiny for using my CASH transaction/flow 
at Banks! 

Please let me know what you find in your searches, especially now that BEP is producing $1 
FRN’s on 50-note sheets. There are bound to be new undiscovered errors on those 50-note 
sheets. As I understand it, “LEPE” is the new 50-note-per-sheet COPE. Could it be that new 
LEPE-QC checks have been put into place to discover old COPE defects?  
Time will tell!  Comments and opinions are always welcome… 
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